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Abstract68

Background: The hadal ocean biosphere, i.e the deepest part of the world’s oceans,69

harbors a unique community of cellular microbes, implying that there is also a novel70

assemblage of co-occurring viruses. However, the diversity and lifestyle of71

viroplanktons in hadal zone is poorly studied.72

Results: Herein, we show the unique nature of the Mariana Trench DNA virome73

(MTV) comprising a dataset of 95,813 non-redundant assembled viral sequences74

(contigs) from the ocean’s surface (2m) to the hadal zone at 8727 m below the surface.75

We assigned 29% of the contigs into 236 viral taxa, of which all but 3% belonged to76

groups with no cultured representatives. The remaining 71% of the contigs could not77

be assigned to a taxonomic group. The dominant viral contigs were almost more78

abundant in deep even hadal zone than in surface zone. The MTV is unlike any other79

viral assemblage described to date, and presents a novel viral ecological zone in the80

global ocean. The dominant viral contigs in the MTV were abundant and significantly81

specific in the “Trench” zone, and were associated with viruses that had signature82

genes indicative of a lysogenic life strategy, suggesting that horizontal gene transfer83

by viruses among bacteria is likely more prevelant in hadal zone than in the overlying84

waters.85

Conclusions: This study demonstrates that viruses dominating the hadal zone of the86

Mariana Trench are unlike those associated with other marine viral assemblages87

sampled to date, representing a unique ecological assemblage characterized by a88



lysogenic life style and horizontal gene transfer events. These results establish a89

foundation against which viral assemblages from other deep trenches can be90

compared.91

Keywords: Challenger Deep, Mariana Trench, ocean viromes, viral metagenomics,92

lysogenic life strategy, horizontal gene transfer93



Background94

‘Hadal zones’, which are comprised almost entirely of deep ocean trenches, are the95

least-explored aquatic biosphere on earth. Recently, the prokaryotic and eukaryotic96

communities of hadal zones in the Mariana Trench[1-5], Puerto Rico[6], Japan[7] and97

Kermadec Trenches[8] were investigated using deep-sea sampling and98

high-throughput sequencing techniques. The composition and function of the99

microorganisms in these waters were found to be significantly different from those in100

the epi-, meso- and bathy-pelagic zones[1-5, 9]. The Challenger Deep in the Mariana101

Trench is the very deepest part of the world’s oceans and its geology, current patterns,102

water chemistry, and benthic microbial communities have been relatively well103

studied[1-5, 10-12]. Hydrocarbon-degrading bacteria within the Oceanospirillales104

order (mainly Oleibacter, Thalassolituus, and Alcanivorax genera) and105

Thaumarchaeota, have been reported as the dominant prokaryotic microbes in the106

hadal zone of Challenger Deep[5, 13, 14]. However, the community composition,107

function and life strategies of the planktonic viromes in this region remain108

uncharacterized.109

Viruses are the most abundant ‘biological entities’ in the oceans and comprise much110

of its genetic diversity. They affect trophic energy flow, influence the microbial111

community structure, mediate horizontal gene transfer and drive biogeochemical112

cycles[15, 16]. Viral lysis is estimated to kill about 20% to 40% of marine bacteria113

daily and in surface waters ‘shunts’ about 6% to 26% of the photosynthetically fixed114

carbon to the dissolved organic matter pool[17, 18]; thus, viruses are major players in115



the flux of organic carbon in the sea[15]. Viral lysis may also contribute to the116

sequestration of CO2 by the “shunt and pump”[17] in which, recalcitrant dissolved117

organic carbon (RDOM) is formed when the products of viral lysis enter the118

“microbial carbon pump”[19], or by enhanced the aggregation and sinking of organic119

carbon that is associated with viral infection[19, 20]. Hence, understanding processes120

in the hadal ocean requires knowledge of the viruses that inhabit it.121

One aspect of viruses that has significant ecological consequences is their life cycle.122

Bacteriophages can replicate by the lytic cycle, but also include the lysogenic cycle,123

in which infection is immediately followed by viral replication and lysis resulting in124

cellular contents being released and recycled[21]. Alternatively, some bacteriophages125

can enter a lysogenic pathway in which the viral genome integrates into that of the126

host, postponing lysis and potentially transferring genetic material[22]. Evidence127

suggests that the lysogenic cycle is prevalent under oligotrophic conditions with low128

host abundance and activity, while the lytic cycle dominates in productive regions129

with high host abundance and activity[21, 23-25]. An alternative model proposes that130

lysogenic cycle predominates at increasing host abundance[26, 27], although the131

interpretation of the evidence supporting this model has been questioned[28]. As a132

environment in which productivity and biomass is low, the hadal ocean provides an133

opportunity to look for evidence of high incidence of lysogenic viruses.134

An examination of the significance of viruses in marine biogeochemical cycles and135

the composition of the viral community at a genome level, has only recently been136

explored using metagenomics and high-throughput sequencing[29-32]. Several137



large-scale studies, including the Global Ocean Sampling Expedition, Pacific Ocean138

Virome, Tara Ocean Expedition, Malaspina expedition, Tara Oceans Polar Circle139

(TOPC) expedition, Global Ocean Viromes (GOV2.0), have significantly expanded140

the understanding of viral community composition in the epipelagic zone (0-200141

m)[30, 31, 33-36]. Recently, 145 viromes from the epi-, meso- (200-1000 m) and142

bathy-pelagic zones (1000-4000 m) were successfully investigated using143

metagenomic analyses[33, 37], identifying a total of 195,728 viral populations and144

defining five ecological zones: (1) Arctic, (2) Antarctic, (3) temperate and tropical145

epipelagic, (4) mesopelagic and (5) bathypelagic[33]. However, information on very146

deep sea viromes remains rare. In particular, until now, there has been no information147

on viromes at a genome level from abyssal- (4000–6000 m) or hadal depths (below148

6000 m).149

In this study, we use metagenomic analysis to examine the genetic composition of the150

viruses in the epipelagic, mesopelagic, bathypelagic, abyssal and hadal zones of the151

water column overlying the Challenger Deep in the Mariana Trench. This study aims152

to characterize the viral assemblage and explore its function in the hadal microbial153

ecosystem.154

155

Results and discussion156

Here, we provide an in-depth analysis of the virus assemblages collected from the157

near-surface water to the hadal water at 8,727m depth, overlying the Challenger Deep158

of the Mariana Trench. We analyzed 86.27 Gb of sequencing data to reveal 95,813159



viral populations in the MTVs, and show that the viral assemblage in the hadal zone160

of the Mariana Trench is markedly different from other viromes described to date.161

Strikingly, ~70% of the viral contigs had no taxonomic information at a family level,162

while the remainder were classified into 236 viral taxa; only 3% of the viral contigs163

(VCs) had cultured representatives. Further, Viruses with wide host range and164

associated with hydrocarbon-degradating bacteria, are abundant in the hadal zone.165

Viromes in the Marina Trench represent a sixth ecological “Trench” zone that is166

distinct from the five other proposed global marine viral ecological zones. Moreover,167

viruses in the deep Mariana Trench appear to largely lysogenic and horizontal gene168

transfer events with transposase may be relatively common and a feature of high169

pressure, energy-limited environments where potential hosts are in low abundance.170

The MTVs. The data used to characterize the MTVs were derived from 86.27 Gb of171

sequencing data across seven samples collected between 2 and 8,727 meters below172

the surface (mbs) of the ocean, overlying the Challenger Deep (Fig. 1a,b). Sub-sample173

and cross-sample assemblies were performed to achieve longer N50 and better174

assembly performance[38] (Table S2). A total of 95,813 VCs (31,719 VCs >=175

2,500bp) remained after dereplication of all assembled 536,853 contigs (longer than176

1000 bp) which recruited 59.5% of the reads. Of these, 36,371 VCs were assigned to177

viruses that infect bacteria (Fig. 1d), 139 circular contigs were defined as complete178

genomes, and 103 were classified as near complete genomes (Fig. 1c). Although viral179

metagenomics data from the epipelagic zone have been well studied through the Tara180

Oceans, Malaspina, and Tara Oceans Polar Circle research expeditions[31], data from181



the pelagic abyssal and hadal zones are lacking. The data presented here begin to fill182

this gap in knowledge.183

Viral community structure and vertical distribution of viral species. About184

70.43% of VCs could not be assigned to a family (Fig. 1e). Only 29.39% (including185

26.24% metagenomic assembled Mediterranean phages) were classified into 236 viral186

taxa (species level), reflecting the lack of reference viral genomes in the viral refeseq187

databases[31, 36]. Furthermore, the 50 most abundant VCs were classified as188

unknown viral taxa (Fig. 2a). For the classified VCs, 99.80% comprised189

double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) phages withing the order Caudovirales, with about190

81.81% being assigned to the family Siphoviridae, 15.62% to the Myoviridae, and191

2.38% to the Podoviridae. (Fig. 1e). The uncultured Mediterranean phage uvDeep and192

the uncultured Mediterranean phage uvMED, from the metagenomic assembled193

genomes (MAGs), were ubiquitous and the dominant classified viral taxa in the194

MTVs (Fig. S1a); other viral taxa comprised less than 2.0% of the total viromes. Only195

3,015 of the 95,813 VCs were affiliated with cultured viruses,with most of these196

infecting abundant and widespread hosts belonging to genera such as197

Prochlorococcus, Synechococcus, Pelagibacter (SAR11 clade) Xanthomonas and198

Puniceispirillum (SAR116 clade) (Fig. 2b). In the hadal samples (7200m and 8727m),199

the most abundant virus with a cultured representative was assigned to Sphingomonas200

phage Scott, and made up 0.46% of the total abundance; however, it showed relatively201

little similarity to its reference genome (Fig. S9). The low proportion of phage202

sequences that were related to cultured viruses demonstrates the need to isolate203



viruses from the hadal environment that can be used develop phage-host systems.204

These results indicate the novelity of the viral biodiversity in waters of the Mariana205

Trench.206

In order to compare diversity across depth, 6,396 VCs were taxonomically assigned207

according to the IMG/VR 2.0 database[39]. There were 4,610 VCs from the208

epipelagic zone, of which 4045 were not shared with VCs from other depths (Fig.209

S1b). In contrast, of the 557 VCs in the hadal zone, 247 only occurred in this zone,210

illustrating that the viral communities in the hadal and epipelagic zones are distinct211

(Fig. S1b). Viral diversity as measured by the Shannon index also fluctuated across212

zones, with the highest diversity in the epipelagic (7.73) and hadal (5.94) zones, and213

the least in the abyssalpelagic (1.73) (Fig. 3b). The most abundant VCs were214

assembled from the deep sea and hadal zone, and annotated as unclassified taxa. (Fig.215

2a). The Challenger Deep, geographically isolated from other Western Pacific deep216

sea trenches, and oligotrophic; so, sinking organic matter plays an important role in217

the distribution of the bathy-, abyssal- and hadal-pelagic microbial populations[1] and218

hence also indirectly influences the distribution of VCs. As well, high concentrations219

of organic matter in the hadal zone will influence cellular populations and the viruses220

that infect them (Fig.S1b).221

Canonical correspondence analysis (CCA) was used to investigate the relationship222

between viral community structure and environmental factors. The vertical223

distribution of viral abundance and environmental factors (Fig. 4b and Fig. S4) was224

similar to previous studies1. The first and second CCA axes explained 56.2% and225



10.0% of the variation in the viral communities, respectively, with the variation of226

viroplankton being influenced by depth (R2=0.39, P<0.05) and PO43- (R2=0.27,227

P<0.05) (Fig. 2c). This result suggests that depth most strongly influences MTVs.228

As viruses require host cells to replicate, the viral community structure closely229

follows the environmental conditions influencing potential host populations, which in230

turn indirectly affect viral community structure[40]. Previous analyses of microbial231

abundance in the Mariana Trench show robust distribution patterns with depth[1, 4, 5,232

7]. One of these patterns is that bacteria in the order Oceanospirillales, which233

participate in alkane degradation is abundant in the hadal zone[5]. In total, based on a234

gene sharing network analysis, 676 VCs were predicted to infect bacteria in the235

Oceanospirillales (mainly in the genera, Oleibacter and Katobacter), of those, 391236

were from hadal samples (Fig. 2d). Moreover, VCs in the bathypelagic and hadal237

zones were connected with more bacterial genomes than VCs in the epipelagic zone,238

suggesting a wide-host-range (Fig. 2e). The high pressure, low temperature and low239

light levels likely decrease viral decay rates and increase their persistence in the hadal240

zone[41, 42]. A wide host range may also be a survival strategy in a zone where241

bacterial growth rates and abundances are very low. These results are consistent with242

the vertical distribution of viral assemblages being structured by the environmental243

conditions shaping the host community.244

MTVs represent a novel viral ecological zones. To compare the MTVs with245

published data sets, 45 water viromes from five recently defined viral ecological246

zones (VEZs), ANT, ARC, EPI, MES and BATHY(Fig. S5), were selected from GOV247



2.0[33] and downloaded from NCBI or JGI (Table S4). Principal Co-ordinate analysis248

(PCoA) (Fig. 3a) and non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS)(Fig. S6) analyses249

showed that the five originally defined VEZs were grouped as shown in Gregory et250

al[33], although the BATHY VEZ was separated from the other four defined251

VEZs[33]. In addition, the MTVs are distinct from others that have been sampled, and252

tended to cluster into a single group (Fig. 3a, S6). In particular, the Shannon index of253

the MTVs (excluding MTV-2m) was significantly different with ARC, EPI, and MES254

VEZs (Wilcoxon p-value <0.01) (Fig. 3b). The samples from the hadal zone were255

clearly distinct from the other five VEZs (Fig. 3a, S6). As depth was the most256

important factor structuring the five VEZs and their virus and hosts interactions[33],257

the extremely high pressure (depth) in the hadal zone might have caused the258

differences between the hadal viromes in the MTVs and the other five VEZs. The259

special geometry of the Challenger Deep also influences the vertical temperature260

pattern, which decreases from the surface to abyssalpelagic waters but then remains261

constant from the top of the hadal zone (6000 m) to the bottom.262

Because of the unusual and relatively isolated geochemical location, suspended263

particles and endogenous organic carbon sourced from the steep, narrow sides, and264

the slow cyclonic circulation creates a unique environment that supports the microbial265

community[1, 10, 43]. Recently, metagenomically assembled bacterial and266

thaumarchaeotal genomes from the Mariana Trench repvealed that the267

hydrocarbon-degrading bacteria within the orders Oceanospirillales (mainly268

Oleibacter, Thalassolituus, and Alcanivorax genera) and Thaumarchaeota were the269



dominant prokaryotes in the hadal zone of the Challenger Deep[5, 13]. In the hadal270

zone, Thaumarchaea with the genetic potential to use a wider range of organic271

compounds than their counterparts in shallower water, might contribute to primary272

production in the aphotic deep sea through chemolithoautotrophic carbon fixation[13].273

Undoubtedly, the community structure of microorganisms in the hadal zone also274

structure the viral assemblage in the hadal zone of Mariana Trench. This study275

reinforces the undersampling of viral assemblages in the world’s oceans, and shows276

the novel composition of the MTVs relative to other oceanic viromes (Fig. 3a, S6).277

Genomes of abundant and novel viruses in the Mariana Trench. A total of 168278

previously unknown genomes from uncultured viruses were identified from 139279

complete and 103 near-complete viral genomes. To evaluate their distribution, the280

number of reads recruited by each viral contig from the GOV2.0 and MTVs at281

different VEZs: Antarctic, Arctic, epi-, meso-, bathy-pelagic and MT was computed282

(Fig. 3c). Three assembled viral genomes (uv-BATHY-MTV-4 (complete),283

uv-HADAL-MTV-1 (near complete) and uv-ABYSSAL-MTV-1 (complete) from the284

MTVs appear to be more abundant in the MT than the Pelagibacter phage285

HTVC010P, which has been reported as the most abundant cultured marine virus to286

date (Fig. 3d)[37, 44]. Twenty-five uncultured MT viruses were found exclusively in287

the Mariana Trench, by using read recruitment only from the MTVs. The288

identification of the relatively abundant viral genomes from the Mariana Trench289

provides the first data and a baseline for the viral genomic and evolutionary analysis290

of hadal ecosystems.291



Evidence for a lysogenic life strategy and high horizontal gene transfer292

dominating the deep sea and hadal zone MTVs. To reveal the putative functions293

of coding sequences (CDS) from the MTVs, we predicted functional annotations. First,294

Cluster of Orthologous Group (COG) annotations were used. Open reading frame295

(ORF) abundance of each COG functional class was calculated in terms of its total296

realative abundance. The category of COG annotation was mostly assigned as297

‘replication, recombination and repair’, ‘Posttranslational modification, protein298

turnover, chaperones’ and ‘cell wall/membrane/envelope biogenesis’, consistent with299

conventional viral functions of reproduction and survival. Mariana Trench viruses300

tended to participate in critical and survival processes such as DNA synthesis,301

transcription, and post-translational modifications (Fig.S11). In addition, 1,587 unique302

protein families (pfam domains) were detected using Pfamscan based on a hmm303

search[45]. From these, “Terminase_6” and “DNA_pol_A” were found to be304

abundant in MTVs from the surface. Interestingly, the relative abundance of305

“Phage_integrase” (PF00589) and “rve” (core domain of retroviral integrase,306

PF00665) domains that were enriched in lysogenic viruses (those that integrate their307

genomes into the host cells), were higher in the abyssalpelagic and hadal zones than308

in the surface waters of the MTVs (Fig. 5a, b).309

Gene co-occurrence networks were constructed, which would reflect the possible life310

strategies of viruses at the different depths. Phage_integrase was the core gene for311

MTVs in the deeper zone (Fig. 4a, S7), while the “DnaB_C” domain was used as a312

core gene in the network for the surface MTV (Fig. S7). Consistent with this, the313



proportion of Phage_integrase, an enzyme that participates in lysogenic314

recombination mediates sequence recombination between phages and their hosts, and315

prominent marker gene for temperate phages[46, 47], significantly increased with316

depth (Fig. 5a,b). As an example, uv-BATHY-MTV-4, the most abundant uncultured317

virus, contained a CDS for phage integrase (Fig. S8). This suggests that these viruses318

use a lysogenic life cycle to adapt to a nutrient-poor environment with low host319

abundance.320

The vertical distribution of lysogenic versus lytic viral production also suggests that a321

lytic life cycle predominates in surface waters, while a lysogenic life cycle prevails in322

deeper waters. (Fig. 4c). The predominant inferred lifestyle in the epipelagic and323

hadal samples correlated with decreasing cell densities and increasing depth, implying324

the likelihood of infection decrease with depth, consistent with the hypothesis that the325

lysogenic life cycle is an adaptation to low host abundance and activity[21].326

Interestingly, another important gene—rve (Integrase, PF00665), corresponding with327

the tendency for reverse transcriptase (RNA-dependent DNA polymerase, PF00078,328

RVT), which is a marker gene for retroviruses, was abundant at bathypelagic,329

abyssalpelagic and hadal depths (Fig. 5a,b). However, the relative abundance of RVT330

was much lower than rve (Fig. 5b). The rve family contains both the retroviral331

integrase and transposase. The phylogenetic tree of rve genes shows that most of the332

rve genes in the MTVs were unique and had little homology with reported retroviral333

integrase genes from retroviruses (Fig. 5c). rve genes in the viral genomes of334

non-retroviruses function as transposases (Fig. 5c). Further, the accumulation of335



non-synonymous polymorphisms (pN) relative to synonymous polymorphisms (pS)336

was calculated to evaluate the selective forces on rve genes. The pn/ps=0.65, which337

was less than 1, demonstrates that rve was evolving under purifying selection which338

implies that it is advantageous, as well as being conserved in MTVs (except339

MTV-2m). These observations suggest that the viruses from the deep sea and hadal340

zones of the Mariana Trench not only tend to be a lysogenic life strategy but also play341

an unexpected and important role in horizontal gene transfer between viruses and their342

hosts through the transposase function of the rve genes.343

Conclusion344

In this study, for the first time, hadal viromes, from the Challenger Deep, Mariana345

Trench, are unveiled. The unique geomorphology of this location results in both a346

distinctive virus distribution and a unique hadal viral community. The life strategies of347

the viruses inhabiting the hadal zone seem to have adopted a lysogenic life cycle and348

use transposase-mediated horizontal gene transfer. It is also suggests that the viromes349

of the deep sea and hadal zones of the MTVs might be delineated separately from the350

five recently defined viral ecological zones of GOV 2.0 in the global ocean. This is351

important for their adaption to the deepest place of the earth’s ocean with high water352

pressure, deficient energy, and low host abundance and activity(Fig. 6).353

Methods354

Sample collection, DNA extraction and sequencing. Seven viral samples were355

collected for metagenomic analysis were collected from the sea surface to the hadal356

zone, of the Challenger Deep (11。22’N, 142。18’E), Mariana Trench, during January,357



2016 (Table S3). The deepest seawater sample was from 8727 mbs, which is the358

deepest hadalpelagic virome ever collected. Seawater samples (20-50 L) were359

collected with Niskin bottles mounted on a rosette, which held the SBE-9 plus CTD-360

sensors (SBE 911, Sea-Bird Electronics) for temperature, salinity, pH, dissolved361

oxygen (DO). Hundred milliliter sub-samples were collected from each sample for362

nutrient analysis (PO43-, SiO32-, NH4+, NO2-, and NO3- ) using an onboard nutrient363

auto-analyzer (SKALAR SAN plus, Netherlands). The samples were sequentially364

filtered through a 20 μm mesh, a 3 μm and 0.22 μm pore size filters. The viruses in365

the flitrates were concentrated by a two-step tangential flow filtration (TFF) with366

50-kDa cartridge (Millipore, MA, USA) to a final volume of about 50 ml and stored367

at -80 °C until processed[48, 49].368

The viral concentrates were melted and re-filtered through 0.22 µm pore size filters to369

remove the remaining cellular microorganisms, then precipitated using polyethylene370

glycol (PEG-8000) (10% w/v) and NaCl (0.6% w/v) followed by incubation at 4°C in371

the dark for 24 h. The mixed samples were then centrifuged at 8,000 g for 80 min at372

4 °C and suspended in 200 µl SM buffer. Finally, DNA was extracted using the373

phenol/chloroform/isoamyl method and stored at -80 °C until sequencing[50]. The374

viral DNA (100-200 ng DNA as a template) was amplified with QIAGEN R REPLI-g375

Mini Kit (phi-29 DNA polymerase), which used the whole genome multiple376

displacement amplification (MDA) method[29, 51]. High-throughput sequencing was377

performed by Biozeron Biotechnology Co. Ltd (Shanghai, China) using Illumina378

Hiseq X ten platform (Paired End sequencing, 2×150 bp).379



Quality control and assembly. Raw sequencing reads that contained adapters were380

removed with Cutadapt[52]. Low quality reads (those which contained ≥ 30 bp for381

Phred score ≤ 20 and at least 45 bp for Phred score ≤ 30) were abandoned. Table S1382

shows the size of the seven Mariana Trench viromes and the ratio of each data383

filtration. Subsequently, virome assemblies, using IDBA_UD [53](with paramaters384

--mink 40 --maxk 100 --no_local --step 10 --min_contig 500 --pre_correction), were385

performed to obtain high quality and long virus contigs. Clean reads were randomly386

subsampled for assembly to avoid the influence of micro-diversity. A subset of each387

sample was randomly selected to 1% of reads (repeated 75 times), 5% (50), 10%388

(50), 25% (25), 75% (25), and 100% (1)[38]. The repeating selection was389

aimed at avoiding decreasing biodiversity. This strategy reduces the confusion caused390

by highly similar genomes and balances the abundant and less abundant members’391

assembly performance[54]. Afterwards, contigs were dereplicated by Blastn with the392

identity >95%, e_value <0.01, and the minimum alignment coverage of 80% of the393

shorter contig. Contigs shorter than 1 kb were removed. Reads were then mapped394

back to the contigs using Bowtie2 with default parameters for each sample[55].395

Unmapped reads to the contigs were merged to implement the cross-sample396

assemblies with IDBA_UD[53]. The purpose of executing the cross-sample397

assemblies was to improve the utility of the reads and achieve more genome398

information from the less abundant viruses. Finally, contigs from each sample and399

cross-sample assembly[33] were combined and removed from the replication.400



Detection of Viral Contigs. First, VirSorter[56], a software package that uses a401

similarity based approach of HMM against known virus databases to find virus402

hallmark genes and to determine virus sequence, was applied for the non-redundant403

contigs of each sample. Complementary, VirFinder[57], a machine learning-based404

approach that uses k-mer frequency was also performed. Contigs were classified as405

viral (i) the contigs sorted by Virsorter (categories 1 and 2), with VirFinder score >0.9406

and p<0.05, (ii) contigs identified as viral by both VirSorter in categories 1-6 and407

VirFinder score >0.7 and p<0.05, and (iii) contigs detected as virus by CAT which408

utilizes last common ancestor (LCA) of conservative ORFs to determine the409

taxon[58]. Contigs identified as circular by VirSorter[56] were classified as complete410

viral genomes[31]. The average length of all complete genomes was then computed,411

and Contigs with a terminase gene and that were longer than 36kb (the average length)412

were classified as near complete viral genomes.413

Taxonomy and abundance of viral contig. ORFs for each MTV were predicted414

using Prodigal[59]. VCs were annotated to viral taxonomic classification based on415

the scores of last common ancestor of ORFs through CAT[58]. NCBI was manually416

searched against to correct the taxonomic information when necessary. VCs were417

blasted against the IMG/VR database[39] to identify the host domain and Viral418

Operational Taxonomic Units (vOTUs). Contigs were designated as annotated to419

IMG/VR when the alignment length was at least 60% of its length and the identity420

was greater than 85%. For each MTV, reads were aligned to the VCs by Bowtie2[55],421

the mapped reads were selected by Samtools[60], and the reads counts of each VC422



was calculated by perl script . The relative abundance was normalized to the contig423

length (/kb).424

Detection of ORFs. The viral proteins predicted by Prodigal were blasted against the425

NCBI nr database using DIAMOND[61], with default parameters. Pfamscan[45] was426

applied by comparing viral ORFs to the PFAM domain database (e value427

<0.01,score >30). An ORF was assigned to the gene that had the most significant428

sequence similarity (highest score value). The COG of the viral protein functional429

categories were identified by eggnog-mapper v2 (web version:430

http://eggnog-mapper.embl.de/)[62], using default parameters. Reads were mapped431

back to the viral ORFs with Bowtie2[55] and reads count of each ORF was calculated432

by perl script using the mapped reads selected using Samtools[60]. Finally, the433

relative abundance of genes was normalized by the gene’s length.434

Gene co-occurrence network analysis . Viral genes, predicted by Pfamscan,435

occurring in the same contig were defined as an interaction. The gene co-occurrence436

network was constructed using a custom perl script and the edges of the437

co-occurrence network were weighted by the frequency of co-occurrence[63, 64].438

Hub genes and average clustering coefficient were then identified using Gephi[65].439

Bacterial contigs of Oceanospirillales assembled from the microbial metagenomes of440

the same expedition were identified using CAT[58]. The bacterial ORFs were441

predicted using Prodigal[59]. Pairwise Viral-Bacterial ORFs were blasted against each442

other considering homologous sequences those with identity >95% and443



coverage>80%. The interaction between virus/bacteria was considered if they shared444

one or more homologous genes.445

Viromes Comparison analysis. To avoid different assembly and batch affects, raw446

data from five different GOV ecological zones (Table S4), including 10 epipelagic447

(EPI), 10 mesopelagic (MES), 10 Arctic (ARC), 5 Antarctic (ANT) from NCBI and448

10 bathypelagic (BATHY) from JGI[31] were included. 100,000 reads were randomly449

selected from each sample[66] for tBLASTx analysis (e-value<10-5). The scores of450

the top High Scoring Pairs (HSPs) of virome A against virome B were then summed.451

Ultimately, the similarity scores for each pair of viromes were normalized as the452

distance matrix for performing PCoA and NMDS analysis using the Vegan R package453

[67, 68].454

Correlation calculation. Canonical correspondence analysis was implemented using455

CANOCO[69], which utilized the abundance of vOTUs and environmental factors to456

calculate the correlation between viral diversity and environmental factors.457

Biodiversity of MTVs were measured by the Shannon index (computed with458

Vegan[68], from the R package). Variance analysis (Wilcox test) was conducted for all459

five VEZs and each of the MTVs.460

Phylogenetic tree construction.461

All viral rve genes from Pfam database were downloaded. The phylogenetic tree of462

rve gene from Pfam database and MTVs was built. Multiple alignment was conducted463

using CLUSTALW[70]. PHYLIP[71] was then undertaken for bootstrap resampling,464



setting a bootstrap value of 1000. Finally, FastTree2[72] was run and the output was465

visualized using the interactive Tree of Live (iToL) tool[73].466

Unique uncultured viruses from MTVs and its comparison of viral genomes. A467

all-vs-all pairwise BLASTn analysis of the 139 complete and 103 near complete viral468

genomes were performed from the MTVs. Short viral genomes with an identity >95%469

and a coverage >80% were excluded from the unique uncultured names’ lists. In order470

to measure the distribution of the novel uv-MT viruses, reads from 45 GOV viromes471

were mapped using BLASTn with an identity >95%, alignment length >50 bp and472

e-value < 1e-05[37]. The recruited reads number per kb of all uv-MT viruses were473

then calculated as relative abundance of each uv-MT viruses.474

The top-3 most abundant uv-MT viruses, were selected for genome structure475

comparison. Nucleotide sequence annotation of these five uv-MT viruses was476

performed using RAST[74]. Then, a multiple alignment and genome structure477

prediction were then calculated and exhibited by Easyfig[75].478

Measure of selective constraint on marker genes. The nucleotide sequence of rve479

and phage integrase genes corresponding to the start and end position of their ORFs480

was obtained. As with dN/dS, pN/pS, the evolution direction and selection pressure481

for sequences from multiple species without haplotype assignment was estimated[76].482

pN/pS was calculated as the rate of accumulation of non-synonymous polymorphism483

(pN) over the rate of synonymous polymorphism (pS). Simply, if pN/pS <1, genes484

tend to be under a purifying selection, if pN/pS >1, it indicates that genes are evolving485

under positive pressure[77-79]. ParaAT[80] was used for preprocessing,486



CLUSTALw[70] for multiple alignment and KaKs_Calculator2.0[81] for calculating487

the pN/pS.488

Viral and bacterial abundance. Viral and bacterial abundances were enumerated489

following the method of Marie et al. (1999)[82] and Brussaard (2004) with490

modification[83]. Briefly, samples (1.5 mL) were fixed with glutaraldehyde (final491

concentration: 0.5%), shock-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80oC until492

analysis. Frozen samples were thawed at 37 oC, stained with the SYBR Green I (final493

concentration of 10-4, Molecular Probes, Invitrogen, USA) for 15 min in the dark at494

room temperature prior to analysis. Bacteria were identified on an FACS Calibur flow495

cytometer (BD Bioscience, USA) in a plot of green fluorescence versus side scatter.496

Viral abundance was measured by flow cytometry after SYBR Green I staining497

(Brussaard, 2004)[83]. Briefly, frozen samples were thawed at 37 oC, diluted 5- to498

50-fold with 0.02-μm filtered Tris-EDTA buffer (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany) and499

stained with the SYBR Green I (final concentration of 0.5 × 10-4, Molecular Probes,500

Invitrogen, USA) in the dark at 80 oC for 10 min and cooled at room temperature for 5501

min prior to analysis. Viruses were enumerated on a FACSCalibur flow cytometer502

(BD Bioscience, USA) as described above for prokaryotic abundance.503

Viral production. Lytic and lysogenic viral productions were estimated by the504

dilution approach[23, 84]. Per sample, 50 mL of the bacterial concentrate (obtained by505

Millipore pellicon XL tangential-flow filtration casette durapore 0.2 μm) was added to506

450 ml of virus-free seawatwer from the same sample (obtained by Millipore pellicon507

XL tangential-flow filtration casette durapore 30 kDa). This approach resulted in a508



bacterial abundances similar to the in situ abundance. The experiments were509

performed in triplicate (50mL) in the dark at in situ temperature in dry bath incubators510

with and without the addition of mitomycin C (final concentration 1 mg mL-1;511

SIGMA, USA)[85]. Mitomycin C was used to induce the lytic cycle of lysogenic512

viruses. Subsamples were collected to enumerate bacteria and viruses at time 0 and513

3-h intervals over 24h of incubation.514

The lytic and lysogenic viral production rate was assumed to be equal to the rate of515

viral accumulation in the 24 h incubations with reduced natural viral abundance[84].516

Rates of viral production were calculated using the online program VIPCAL517

(http://www.univie.ac.at/nuhag-php/vipcal/[86]), amending the deviation of the518

different piecewise-linear curves of concentration over time. The lytic viral519

production was estimated from incubations without mitomycin C addition. Lysogenic520

viral production represents the difference between the viral production obtained in the521

mitomycin C-added samples and the viral production in the treatments without522

mitomycin C.523
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synonymous polymorphisms pS

multiple displacement amplification MDA
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High Scoring Pairs HSPs
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interactive Tree of Live iTOL
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FIGURE AND TABLE LEGEND814

Figure 1. Basic description of MT Viromes. a) The Location of the Mariana Trench ( Challenger815

eep is at 142.3 。E, 11.37 。N). b) Depths of samples collection. c) The Statistical (length and816

coverage) composition of the viral metagenomes. Complete and near complete genomes are817

indicated. d) Predicted host domain of MT viral contigs. e) Pie charts showing the relative818

proportion of viral contigs that could be assigned to a family.819

Figure 2. Distribution of most abundant viruses found in the Mariana Trench Viromes and820

their relationship with environmental factors and dominant bacteria. a) Heatmap of the top821

50 most abundant viral contigs (23 were assembled from the hadal samples). b) Vertical822

distribution of the top 10 most abundant classified viral species. c) Canonical correspondence823

analysis of the relationship between viral populations and environmental factors. Depth and PO43-824

might be the key factors to have influenced the diversity of the MTVs. d) Gene-cooccurrence825

network of viruses and bacteria in the Oceanospirillales. Larger nodes represent bacteria, while826

smaller nodes represent viruses. The colour of the viral nodes shows which zone the viral contigs827

were assembled from, while the colour of bacterial nodes shows the genera of the bacterial contigs.828

e)Total and average bacterial genomes connected to viruses.829

Figure 3. Comparative analyse of viral ecological zones (VEZs) and recruitment of most830

abundant assembled viral genomes from them. a) PCoA of the five known VEZs plus MTVs. b)831

Distribution of biodiversity in the six VEZs shown by Shannon Index. Wilcoxon test was832

performed for different VEZs. *** means p-value <0.01. c) Relative abundance of assembled833

viruses and Pelagibacter phage HTVC010P in different VEZs. d) Read recruitment plot of three834

abundant assembled viral genomic fragments and Pelagibacter phage HTVC010P.835



Figure 4. Viral life strategy in the deep sea and hadal zones of Mariana Trench. a) The836

co-occurrence network of Mariana Trench Viromes (MTVs) at 8727 m. The size of the node837

represents the degree, and the node colour represents the relative abundance. b) Vertical838

distribution of prokaryotic abundance, viral abundance, ratio of viruses and prokaryotes (VPR). c)839

Lytic, lysogenic and total viral production and the lysogenic proportion at the Mariana Trench.840

Figure 5. Distribution and phylogenetic analysis of functional genes of the Mariana Trench841

Viromes (MTVs). a) top-30 genes in MTVs from different depths. b). Phage_integrase, rve, and842

RVT genes in MTVs. x-axis is the abundance ratio of marker genes. c) The phylogenetic tree of843

feather gene rve. The clade represents sample. The leaf color shows the genus of rve sequences.844

Virus family color code is indicated. All clades with an orange node indicates bootstrap845

value >0.9.846

Figure 6. Proposed roles of viruses in the Mariana Trench. In surface, viruses infecting847

Prochlorococcus, Synechococcus and Pelagibacter bacterial groups are abundant, favouring a848

lytic infection. Dissolved organic carbon released by lytic viruses in surface was sinking to deeper849

waters. As depth increases, the concentration of organic carbon decreases. Viruses tend to choose850

lysogenic cycles to adapt to the oligotrophic and high pressure conditions. In hadal zones, the851

number of viruses infecting bacteria in the orders Oceanospirillales and Sphingomonadales852

increases. We predicted that viruses in hadal zones have a wider host-range and facilitate853

horizontal gene transfer by transposase-like genes.854
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Figures

Figure 1

Basic description of MT Viromes. a)The Location of the Mariana Trench ( Challenger eep is at 142.3E,
11.37N). b) Depths of samples collection. c) The Statistical (length and coverage) composition of the
viral metagenomes. Complete and near complete genomes are indicated. d) Predicted host domain of MT
viral contigs. e) Pie charts showing the relative proportion of viral contigs that could be assigned to a
family..



Figure 2

Distribution of most abundant viruses found in the Mariana Trench Viromes and their relationship with
environmental factors and dominant bacteria. a) Heatmap of the top 50 most abundant viral contigs (23
were assembled from the hadal samples). b) Vertical distribution of the top 10 most abundant classi�ed
viral species. c) Canonical correspondence analysis of the relationship between viral populations and
environmental factors. Depth and PO43-might be the key factors to have in�uenced the diversity of the
MTVs. d) Gene-cooccurrence network of viruses and bacteria in the Oceanospirillales. Larger nodes
represent bacteria, while smaller nodes represent viruses. The colour of the viral nodes shows which zone
the viral contigs were assembled from, while the colour of bacterial nodes shows the genera of the
bacterial contigs. e)Total and average bacterial genomes connected to viruses



Figure 3

Comparative analyse of viral ecological zones (VEZs) and recruitment of most abundant assembled viral
genomes from them. a) PCoA of the �ve known VEZs plus MTVs. b) Distribution of biodiversity in the six
VEZs shown by Shannon Index. Wilcoxon test was performed for different VEZs. *** means p-value
<0.01. c) Relative abundance of assembled viruses and Pelagibacter phage HTVC010P in different VEZs.
d) Read recruitment plot of three abundant assembled
viralgenomicfragmentsandPelagibacterphageHTVC010P.



Figure 4

Viral life strategy in the deep sea and hadal zones of Mariana Trench. a) The co-occurrence network of
Mariana Trench Viromes (MTVs) at 8727 m. The size of the node represents the degree, and the node
colour represents the relative abundance. b) Vertical distribution of prokaryotic abundance, viral
abundance, ratio of viruses and prokaryotes (VPR). c) Lytic, lysogenic and total viral production and the
lysogenic proportion at the Mariana Trench.



Figure 5

Distribution and phylogenetic analysis of functional genes of the Mariana Trench Viromes (MTVs). a)
top-30 genes in MTVs from different depths. b). Phage_integrase, rve, and RVT genes in MTVs. x-axis is
the abundance ratio of marker genes. c) The phylogenetic tree of feather gene rve. The clade represents
sample. The leaf color shows the genus of rve sequences. Virus family color code is indicated. All clades
with an orange node indicates bootstrap value>0.9.



Figure 6

Proposed roles of viruses in the Mariana Trench. In surface, viruses infecting Prochlorococcus,
Synechococcus and Pelagibacter bacterial groups are abundant, favouring a lytic infection. Dissolved
organic carbon released by lytic viruses in surface was sinking to deeper waters.As depth increases, the
concentration of organic carbon decreases. Viruses tend to choose lysogenic cycles to adapt to the
oligotrophic and high pressure conditions. In hadal zones, the number of viruses infecting bacteria in the
orders Oceanospirillales and Sphingomonadales increases. We predicted that viruses in hadal zones
have a wider host-range and facilitate horizontal gene transfer by transposase-like genes.
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